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IntroductIon

Since the advent of whole-cell patch clamp record-
ings over three decades ago1, one of the most ad-
vanced and powerful applications of the technique 
has been to record from multiple cells2,3 or multiple 
locations within a single cell4 at the same time. This 
approach has been used to reveal details of local in-
put processing by dendritic branches5-7 as well as to 
probe neuronal connectivity8-14. 

Especially in preparations where connectivity is 
sparse, recording from several cells at once increas-
es the likelihood of finding connected neurons. This 
likelihood increases with the number of cells record-
ed simultaneously, as more connections can be test-
ed. But every additional recording channel requires 
further (expensive) equipment and space for manip-
ulator placement. Thus, it is necessary to balance 
the increased number of testable connections with 
the costs, both in terms of funds and space. In prac-
tice, quadruple recordings are a good compromise3, 
allowing for 12 connections to be tested in a sin-
gle recording session, at the cost of less than two 
regular dual recording rigs. Figure 1 shows a typical 
quadruple whole-cell recording. 

While powerful, simultaneous recordings of more 
than two cells are still only routinely performed by 
a small number of labs worldwide. Besides space 
limitations and cost, the complexity of manoeuvring 
several electrodes and a microscope at the same 
time without the electrode tips touching each other 
or the tissue presents a major hurdle that must be 
overcome. Unsurprisingly, computer controlled stag-
es and micromanipulators have thus proven to be 
major facilitators of these experiments. Having the 
capability to automate and synchronise the move-
ment of electrodes allows an experimenter to rapid-
ly position the recording pipettes at a starting point 
well above the tissue and then by actively moving a 
single electrode towards the sample, locate all elec-
trodes just above the tissue without moving them 
in relation to each other. For most manipulators im-
plementing such a synchronisation functionality re-
quires experimenters to write their own software for 
micromanipulator control. Scientifica offers the ca-
pability to flexibly set pipettes and microscope stag-
es to ‘follow’ each other out of the box in the LinLab2 
software. This function can be used to control both 

PatchStar and MicroStar manipulators as well as the 
corresponding motorised microscopy stages. In this 
application note, we will focus on the central aspects 
of setting up and performing quadruple recordings. 
We will not discuss the basics of patch-clamp re-
cordings. If the reader is not familiar with these, we 
refer them to the excellent Axon Guide15 as a solid 
introduction to the topic.

ImplementatIon

The actual setup of a patch-clamp rig for quadruple 
recording is similar to setting up a rig with just one 
or two electrodes in that the same general consid-
erations apply concerning noise reduction, vibration 
isolation, mechanical stability, etc. But, due to the 
increased complexity of the experiments, it is more 
important to plan for ergonomics such as ease of 
access to the electrodes. Particularly, the precise 
placement of the manipulators requires detailed 
planning. Besides the footprint of the manipulators, 
the movement during pipette exchange needs to be 
considered. Different manipulators offer a variety of 
options including flipping the electrode holder back-
wards, rotating either the electrode holder or the 
whole manipulator, and sliding the electrode holder 
or the entire manipulator back. Scientifica manipu-
lators offer a number of possibilities, customizable 
by selecting the mounts and brackets to suit the 
intended rig layout. Manipulators should be set up 
so that all electrode holders can easily be accessed 
for pipette exchange without bumping into the mi-
croscope or the other manipulators. Avoiding such 
collisions can be supported by not mounting the re-
cording electrodes directly on the, often bulky, head-
stage. Rather, electrode holders can be mounted on 
rods and connected to the headstage via short ca-
bles (Figure 1A). If the electrode itself, rather than the 
electrode holder is clamped to the rod, this can also 
help further reduce drift. Careful selection of con-
nector cables (i.e. low capacitance shielded cables) 
will allow such a configuration to be set up without 
the introduction of additional noise or filtering. In ad-
dition, items such as perfusion in- and out-flow, tem-
perature probes, and reference electrodes should be 
positioned so they do not hinder pipette positioning 
and exchange.

When positioning just one or two pipettes, it can be 
sufficient to work with a single, high magnification 

http://www.scientifica.uk.com/products/scientifica-patchstar-micromanipulator
http://www.scientifica.uk.com/products/scientifica-microstar-micromanipulator
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objective (40x or 60x). In the case of quadruple re-
cordings, a low magnification objective (4x or 5x) is 
a crucial aid in finding and positioning the four elec-
trodes quickly.

Although it seems an insignificant aspect, set up of 
the desk and working environment is a point that 
should be considered as well. Are the screen dis-
playing the microscope image as well as the oscil-
loscope arranged in a central enough location? Are 
the manipulator controllers arranged in a manner 
that makes sense when looking at the respective pi-
pette position on the screen? Could colour labelling 
screen corners/edges corresponding to the pipette 
arrangement as well as the manipulator controllers 
and possibly amplifiers help with the overview? The 
aim here is to allow quick and efficient control over 
all four pipettes without the risk of confusion be-
tween controllers.

A representative example system is shown in Figure 
1. Note how the manipulators are evenly distribut-

ed around the sample chamber. This provides good 
separation between them for easy access to the 
electrode holders. A typical desk environment can 
be seen in Figure 1B. Each of the manipulator control 
cubes controls two micromanipulators. Finally, the 
amplifiers, digitizers and oscilloscope can be seen in 
Figure 1C. Note the colour labelling of the amplifiers 
and control cubes, which matches the colours of the 
corresponding oscilloscope channels.

runnIng an experIment

As stated above, we assume that the reader is fa-
miliar with basic patch-clamp recordings and thus 
here only focus on points that increase in importance 
when using more than one electrode at a time. Many 
of the points raised will seem trivial, but tend to be 
easily forgotten.

When placing the slice in the recording chamber, 
it is crucial to ensure that the region of interest is 
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Figure 1: Layout of a quadruple recording rig. A: Placement of pipettes and additional components around the record-

ing chamber. Please note the rod used to mount the electrode  holder. B: General layout of the workspace. Note the 

manner in which microscope monitor and oscilloscope are positioned in a manner that they can easily be viewed while 

moving the stage and the electrodes. C: Close up from the experimenter’s point of view. Notice the color labels on the 

amplifiers and monitor corners (white arrows) that match the oscilloscope traces.
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positioned in the correct orientation for the planned 
experiment and in a part of the chamber that can be 
accessed easily by all electrodes. Once the slice is 
positioned, it is useful to not only inspect the slice at 
higher magnification but also to already select the 
cells to be patched. Ideally, an image of the cells is 
now saved using a computer controlled camera. This 
will help in positioning the pipettes relative to each 
other in the next step; while they are still well above 
the slice. If it is not possible to save an image of the 
cells, a simple solution is to mark their positions on 
the screen (using Blu-Tac, small pieces of tape or a – 
non-permanent! –  marker, for example).

Next, all four pipettes are filled with recording solu-
tion and mounted on the electrode holders. Using 
the low magnification objective, the pipettes are 
positioned in the area corresponding to the higher 

magnification field of view. Using the image of the 
target cells as a guide, it is now possible to pre-ar-
range the pipettes to roughly line up with the cell po-
sitions. Doing this under low magnification and well 
above the slice speeds the process up and reduces 
the risk of damaging the pipettes or tissue. 

Three of the electrodes are set to follow one ‘lead-
er’ electrode. Still using the low magnification, the 
leader pipette is now lowered (taking the other three 
pipettes along) until the pipettes are in the bath solu-
tion, but still clearly above the slice (it might take 
one or two practice rounds with just a single pi-
pette to determine this point). After switching to the 
high-magnification objective, the pipettes can now, 
under visual control, be simultaneously lowered to 
just above the slice. At this point the ‘follow mode’ 
is switched off and the pipettes can once again be 
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Figure 2: Quadruple whole-cell recording example. A: Four whole-cell patch-clamped layer 5 neurons in an acute neo-

cortical slice, filled with fluorescent dye via the patch-pipettes. Scale bar: 50 μm. B: Dodt contrast images of the region 

indicated by the red frame in A. Two different focus planes are shown and the patched cells numbered. C: Recording 

in which the four cells were sequentially stimulated to each fire 5 action potentials while the other cells were monitored 

for post-synaptic responses (top). The bottom two traces are magnified regions indicated by the dashed boxes above, 

showing cell 2 responding with EPSPs to spikes in cell 1 and cell 3 responding with IPSPs to spikes in cell 2.
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moved independently. 

One after the other, each pipette is now moved to its 
respective target cell, and a gigaohm seal is formed 
as usual in patch-clamp recording. To minimise later 
disruption of existing seals, take care to start with 
the cell located deepest in the tissue. Once a tight 
seal is formed, move to the next cell, leaving the cells 
in cell-attached configuration until all of them are 
patched. Despite careful working, some movement 
of tissue is unavoidable. If this leads to shifts in cell 
location, already sealed pipettes should be carefully 
adjusted so they are again positioned at the original 
location on the respective cell.  Once all cells are in 
cell-attached mode, they can be brought into whole-
cell configuration in quick succession, and the actual 
experiment started.

The above process, starting with the four electrodes 
positioned just above the slice, is shown in a video 
accompanying this application note (https://youtu.
be/mwIHG7gEfQI). 

An example of a typical simultaneous whole-cell re-
cording from four neurons is shown in Figure 2. The 
cells were filled with a fluorescent dye (20 µM Alexa 
Fluor-594) to allow full visualisation with a two-photon 
microscope as well as for later reconstruction. Once 
in whole-cell configuration, the cells were individual-
ly driven to fire bursts of five action potentials, while 
the remaining cells were monitored for post-synaptic 
responses to these spikes. In the sample quadruple 
recording shown, two connections were found. 

conclusIon

In this application note, we provide a set of simple 
recommendations to allow moderately experienced 
patch-clamp electrophysiologists to set up multisite 
whole-cell recordings. While we have focused on re-
cordings from four separate cells, the general con-
cepts equally apply to larger numbers of recording 
sites, and to multi-site recordings from within a sin-
gle cell. 
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